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The musical instrument market is flooded with right handed guitars. This is an issue to seriously
think about for individuals who are left handed. They can not properly learn to play this instrument
using devices which has been exclusively designed and developed for a different section of the
society. All the guitar learning lessons can only be perfectly practiced by them when they are going
to use a musical instrument developed keeping their needs and requirement in mind.

Till a few years ago, there was hardly any organization that used to manufacture guitars for left
handed people. These guitar manufacturers were more concerned about the profit they can make
by offering their products to a larger part of the society. So they never gave any heed to the
requirements of the left handed people and continued designing and developing things for the
majority section. But eventually things changed and these organizations started paying attention to
the demand of other sections of the society. To make learning the instrument easier for left handed
people, many leading guitar manufacturers such as Legend guitars, Maton guitars, pip hone guitars,
and Fender guitars started offering a host of customized options exclusively for them. Nowadays
whatever newer guitars these organizations are introducing they are offering it in both rights handed
and left handed options.  

Although right handed and Left handed guitars look identical, but there is a stark difference between
that they are used. Both right handed and Left handed guitars are a mirror image of each other. In
Left handed guitars, fret board are shifted to the right side. The guitar strings are also reversed, and
many necessary changes are made to make them guitar convenient for left handed persons.

However, customized guitars are available for left handed person, but still it is not compulsory for
them to use it. There are many left handed persons who have made some adjustments in the
regularly available guitars and are now comfortable with it. These people do not feel same level of
comfort in using guitars which has been specially designed and developed for them. So it is very
important that every left handed guitar buyer should give these instruments a try before making their
purchase. One should hold them and try to find out whether they are comfortable with the
instrument and are able to generate proper sound from it.  
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